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Why are some 
companies more 
successful than others?

Hello! We are
Rethinking Group!

Rethinking Group was founded at the turn 
of the millenium to give CEO’s and company 
owners a strategic advantage as the economy 
moved into the digital age. Rowan Gibson, 
widely recognised as one of the foremost 
thought leaders on business innovation, author 
of the world wide best seller ‘Rethinking the 
Future’ was co-founder of Rethinking Group.

Peter Barratt-Jones

‘Creativity is intelligence having fun’
Creative Business Strategist and founder of
Rethinking Group 
 
Peter has more than 40 years experience using 
creative thinking to drive growth for his clients 
worldwide. He has worked with some of the 
biggest and some of the smallest. He enjoys 
working with forward thinking smart companies 
and has a huge network of some of the world’s 
best creative business thinkers.

peter@rethinkinggroup.com

In 2000 we founded Rethinking Group with the aim  
of bringing more creativity into the boardroom.

Today we are helping business owners and CEO’s  
all over the world to achieve and surpass their goals.

If you are looking for people who can help you grow your 
business, double your business, polish it up for sale, take 
it to the next level, conquer the universe, then you are at 
the right place.

Welcome to Rethinking Group
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What is next?
It’s not just a good question. It’s the question

Yes!

Klaus Werndl

Former CEO, Werndl Büromöbel

We helped German entrepreneur
Klaus Werndl drive his company, 
first to market leader and then to 
a €175 million sale.

This is what Rethinking Group is all about:
adding value with creative business thinking.

At Rethinking Group we use
creative thinking to help you achieve 
your goals, whether it is to double your 
business, save it, or sell it

For more than 20 years, Rethinking Group has  
been in the business of creating business success. 
With deep experience working for the world’s most 
successful brands, we work with forward-thinking 
companies to deliver innovative business solutions 
that drive measurable business results.

The invisible men

We are the invisible men behind many successful
companies. We work together with owners and CEO’s
to design business strategies, positioning the company 
and it’s products into the market and into the minds of 
it’s people, partners and customers.

We use creativity to help you achieve your goals,
whether it is to double your business, save it, or sell it. 
We use creative thinking to refresh, re-energize
and rethink your business to be successful in this
dynamic marketplace.

Our clients’ success is rooted in our strategy

We are rethinkers. We love to make things. Our goal
is to consistently thrill our clients - and ourselves.
We provide breakthrough concept development and
consumer experiences.

We think beyond traditional borders

We optimize and transform through technology.
We’re not just another creative agency. We are at
the vanguard of a new and emerging business.
Our team is equipped to build, host, integrate and
maintain ground breaking projects using our flexible,
worldwide network.

No rigid templates: no boundaries, just the  
best people.

We make good companies great!

Rethinking Group We make good companies great 
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One idea at a time

We love ideas
We live from ideas. We are creative people. We have 
seen how ideas changes people’s lives, make people 
happy, make people wealthy, make people healthier.
This is what we do. We are in the idea business.

Business model life-cycles are getting dramatically 
shorter. We all know that. But what are we doing  
about it? 

Look around the world today and we see entire 
industries whose business models have gone belly up. 
(Think about the music industry, insurance industry or 
the travel industry for example). 

Ask yourself: is our organization already committing 
enough energy to innovation and strategic renewal?  
Will we be overtaken by what’s next or will we create it?

Stategy is about being different
In our modern complex world, it is important to 
have a vision linked to a strategy and then be able 
to implement this. This is how we have been helping 
companies worldwide for the last two decades. Isn’t it 
time for new economy thinking for your company?

Creative business thinking has moved to 
centre stage and that is why you should 
be talking to Rethinking Group

Watch
the movie

Rethinking Group

CHANGING THE WORLD OF SPORTS
FOR HANDICAPPED KIDS

#  O N LY  F R I E N D S

Changing the world for the better

Changing the world - one idea at a time

We are the co-founders of this unique program. Celebrating the 
captains of industry, the politicians, the artists and sports stars 
whose actions and ideas have made the world just that little bit 
better. oneidea.nl

Rethinking Group
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Creative sideRational side

Think differently
To succeed today we need to radically reshape the
way we do business. Emphasis now lies with product
innovation and superior marketing.
In the old days a lot of business was based on
‘what we did last year’ and excel sheet predictions!
A rational business.
In our new world we need a new type of thinking: 
creative business thinking. Just look at the huge success  
of creative idea driven companies like Apple or Tesla.

Isn’t it time for more creativity in your business?
At the board level?

‘Deciding what not to do is as  
importantas deciding what to do.’

Steve Jobs

Magic happens when both    sides work together

We make good companies great 
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Time for a blue
ocean strategy?

A blue ocean strategy for UK based  
Bonar Floors

We created a new Hi-Performance category to drive
their success and position them away from the world
of hyper-competition. Working with Sottsass Associati 
we created a new worldwide carpet collection leading 
to a €140 million sale.

With our blue ocean strategy ‘Feel at Home at the 
Office’ we revolutionized the office furniture business 
in Europe. We drove Werndl to become no.1 in the 
market and achieved a record €175 million sale.

Strategy is about being different

In the old days the future was just an extension of the past. Not so today. It’s all change, hyper-
competition, global competition, internet, consumer power, a.i., new rules. It is no good driving  
into the future looking into the rear view mirror. Now is the time to differentiate. Differentiate or 
die. Rethinking group can help you achieve a viable, sustainable future.

Get out of the red ocean

Get away from the world of hyper-competition.

Stop going head to head with the same competitors.

Create your own blue ocean

We can help you create uncontested market space  

and make the competition irrelevant.

A blue ocean strategy for German  
based Werndl Büromöbel

We make good companies great 
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Climbing up the value 
added ladder

There’s a global revolution going on. And another one on it’s way! One that’s transforming the way 
we live and work. We can’t slow it. We can’t stop it. And really why would we try? It’s giving us huge 
opportunities to rethink everything. What we do now and how we do it.

We never forget in the new economy, it is all about the customer
Define the value points
Gather market insights.

Talk to main players.
4 Lenses of innovation.

Understand your business 
and what you want to 
achieve.

What we need to do.

Range of project.

Manage expectations.

Position your new company
powerfully and uniquely in the 
market. Owning and leading 
your category.

Design a core strategy. This will 
energise you, your people and 
the market, as well as giving 
focus for all that you do.

Create a strategic architecture 
with the roadmap to achieve 
your goal.

Shareholder engagement,
plus online strategy

Communicate to the

organisation.

Put the services in place.

Your brand is what
other people 
say about you
when you’re
not in the room.
Jeff Bezos

How we work

Rethinking Group
The Rethinking Group process sets out an effective 
time-line and set of key deliverables that can be 
monitored at every stage. We collaborate to deliver a 
core strategy. A core strategy delivers focus, energises 
you, your people and the market place. We will deliver 
a strategic architecture which can be used to guide all 
marketing activities and as a benchmark for all future 
activities.

The Rethinking Group program
We collaborate with you to design best case scenarios. 
We visualise them, and make their complexity easy to 
understand. We deliver a market-ready plan of action. 
And then we monitor its impact and market results.

In the new economy, old values build exciting new 
brands. We build brands with purpose, The new 
economy demands this. We build value networks of 
customers knowing that this will fuel our growth, we 
are only successful because of them.
A true ‘LoveMark’ is ‘owned’ by your customers. Today 
its all about a value network. Creating more value for 
less. Real or percieved. It’s about building meaningful 
digital relationships with your customers, bringing 
them into your processes. We call this ‘doing business 
with friends’. This has been the cornerstone of the 
success of our clients worlwide.

Discover Define Design Deliver

Time to change the game

Rethinking Group We make good companies great 
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Klaus Werndl Founder and chairman of the board at Werndl AG

Client Werndl.

Sector Office furniture Since 1984

Ownership Private

Result Sold for €175 million to Steelcase

Location Germany

Doing business with friends

Klaus Werndl was ambitious and wanted to take his 
office furniture company to the no.1 spot in Germany. 
Using the simple idea - strategy is about being 
different - we developed two themes: for the factory: 
the Spirit of Innovation for the market: Feel at Home  
at the Office.

Creating huge
added value

Office furniture was fashion.

We had to be driven by customer needs.  
We were in the business of ‘business’. 
The factory had to go. Replaced by product 
innovation and superior marketing. We had 
a competitive advantage in our green field 
site. (The competition were older and in 
inner city sites.) Move from transactions to 
relationships. (Doing business with friends)

Move to Fast Track assembly.

Working with a ‘Round Table’ of world-class 
suppliers. This pushed the unit price down 
and gave us speed to market, as well as 
delivering up-to-the-minute products. 
A world class team.

Superior Marketing.
Become a LoveMark. 
Doing business with friends.

Building the friends network. Viva Club.
Unleashing the power of our people. Taking 
leadership in the market and adding huge 
value with our creative communications. 
Our core strategy. Feel at Home at the 
Office. Later, as the competition started to 
copy us we moved the game to Rethinking 
the Office.

How we did it. To outperform the market. We made some decisions:

1.  Move away from the what? to the why? 
This has long been the secret of the 
world-class brands, such as Apple (Think 
different), BMW (the joy of motoring).

2.  You need to invest in the look and feel. 
This we build into the success of Werndl by 
carefully controlling all visual and textual 
assets. So that everyone has the same 
experience when they touched the brand.

3.  Continually delight and surprise your 
market and friends. Result: Werndl was 
sold for 175 million euro to Steelcase.This gave us the strategy architecture for all future 

actions. This energised strategic the company, the 
market as well as giving focus for everything we did.
For more than a decade Werndl outperformed the 
industry average consistently by wide margins.  

To build the brand, we sell the ‘why?’ not the ‘what?’
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World wide
branding

Client Steelcase

Sector Office and solutions

Revenue $2,4 billion

Location global

Love how you work™
Steelcase is a huge global company. The need for a 
clearly differentiated global positioning is critical. We 
were asked to help. Having successfully launched the 
brand in Europe, we decided to take the high ground, 
to distance ourselves from the competition. To sell 
the ‘why?’ not the ‘what?’. Our first concept developed 
for the European market was ‘Love.Work.’ We were 

looking for a rational/emotional approach to office life 
that appealed to the hugely diverse European market. 
We wanted to emotional warm the brand and create a 
LoveMark. (Trademark > Brand > LoveMark). Eventually, 
working closely with the US team we helped develop 
the LoveHowYouWork theme. This theme Steelcase 
now proudly uses worldwide. 

You are unique™
There are 426 million people born after 1980 
in India and 218 million in China. This group we 
call GenY. They are driving the Asian economies 
relentlessly forward. Steelcase Asia Pacific asked 
us to help introduce themselves and their new 
products into these important markets. We 
sought to address this problem. We wanted to 
design a strategy that would launch Steelcase in a 
sustainable empathetic manner and compliment 

our LoveHowYouWork theme. The theme ‘You are 
Unique’ was born. Supporting material, including 
intro packs were made. To distribute all the 
information over this vast territory we designed an 
updatable iPad app. This makes consistent up-to-
the-minute information available every where, as 
well as motivating the sales force. No boundaries - 
just the best communications possible.

Steelcase offers a comprehensive portfolio of workplace products, furnishings and services, 
inspired by nearly 100 years of insight gained serving the world’s leading organizations. 
Steelcase is a global, publicly traded company leading the industry with a fiscal yearly revenue of 
approximately $2.4 billion and nearly 10,000 employees around the world.

Delivering focus. Worldwide
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Client Quest Group

Sector Property development 

Location Germany

Designing an
exciting company

Core strategy
Adding value through creativity. This is what we do for 
the German based Quest Group. For their 25 hectare 
city centre redevelopment in Kolbermoor we created 
the ‘Work Village’ concept. Everything is designed for 
quality of life. Whether you go there for work or for 
living, for a friendly visit or a business meeting, for 
culture, for shopping, for lunch or just to walk around. 
We add energy and bustle to this remarkable city 
centre re-energising project. All driven by our core 
strategy: Bringing good things to life.

A benchmark for everything
We developed a benchmark for Quest. Every possible 
activity is measured against this benchmark: Is this 
adventurous? Is it something we will enjoy? And that 
other people will enjoy, too? Does it have something  
to do with quality of life?

.

Max von Bredow CEO at Quest AG

Quest doesn’t just sell houses.
Quest builds communities, takes
care of the environment, designs
the way you want to live and
works with the best architects
and local craftsmen. That’s why 
every Quest project deserves 
a unique coffee table book and 
matching marketing tools.

Rebirth of the ‘Spinnerei Kolbermoor’
We created the ‘Work Village’ concept for what was a
neglected 25 hectare industrial, district city centre 
redevelopment in Kolbermoor. It’s roots that reaching 
back to the 19th century, has now been transformed. 
Revitalised and brought back to life, creating a new 
urban hub of business, shopping, fashionable living 
and culture. Bringing good things to life. 
 
Beautifull Weyarn
Quest is now building a beautiful new village 
community south of Munich around our philosophy. 
Based around the ideas that created the village in 
the first place. Back to old fashion standards with all 
modern cons.
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Client Giant Leap

Sector Interior design

Location South Africa

‘We are limited, not by our abilities, but by our vision.’ 
Brian Klass CEO of Giant Leap wanted to double 
his South African based business. He called on 
Rethinking Group. We needed to completely rethink 
the business. After a company-wide innovation 
masterclass led by Rowan Gibson, we looked at the 

core competencies and core assets and created 
a repositioning that is fit for purpose. ‘Superior 
Interiors’ and a slogan ’Welcome to a better place.’ 
We are creating the momentum for growth. 
Watch this space. It will be digital... it will be digital 
emotional...

Circular thinking: together with Brian 
Klass we developed 3 separate brands 
for an integrated market approach: Giant 
Leap (office interior design), AngelShack 
(office furniture) and FutureSpace (full 
service office space).

Brian Klass, CEO at Giant Leap, is a man on a mission. He has always been innovative and 
leading the field. To complete his next dream, he asked us to create a strategy that will double 
his business in the next 4 years.

‘Please, double
my business’

Brian Klass CEO at Giant Leap

Watch the total story

www.giantleap.co.za

S
up

erio
r interiors

Superior interiors
Superior interiors

B|Braun 

A better place 
to work
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Bank of China 

A better place to be
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Innovation Group

A better 
place to 
innovate

Giant Leap_def.indd   37 27-06-12   01:03

We repositioned Giant Leap at the top. Superior Interiors. And to show this we designed this beautiful coffee table book.

We used customer stories to build the brand.

FutureSpace
the art of working wisely

Giant Leap
Welcome to a better place

FutureSpace
Say yes to the office of the future

Angelchack 
Time to change the game

Double the business in 4 years?
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In the new economy
you must be easy to buy. Watch the brand movie.

New economy
New thinking

There’s a global revolution going on. One that’s transforming the way we live and work. We can’t 
slow it. We can’t stop it. And really, why would we try? It’s giving us huge opportunities to rethink 
everything. What we do and how we do it. This is one of them. Work will never be the same again. 

Time to change the game

Client Angelshack 

Sector Office furniture

Location South Africa

The big idea?
Why does office furniture need to be so expensive?
Why is it so difficult to order and assemble?
And can’t we make a system that works the way we do?

We think it’s time to bring office furniture into the 21st 
century. Our idea? Create innovative, high quality office 
furniture that works the way we do today. Make it 
easy to plan and buy. And make it affordable for more 
companies and organisations.

So we have:
1: World-class designer
First we asked acclaimed German industrial designer 
Stefan Brodbeck to work with us on turning our ideas 
into innovative products.

2: World-class production team
Then we put together a world-class team in product 
development, manufacturing, marketing, logistics, 
quality control, environmental standards and every 
other aspect of the business.

The result is a GameChanger
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Giant Leap, and their business partners Investec needed help in re-imagining an empty 20,000m2 
modern office complex in downtown Johannesburg. We created the FutureSpace concept and 
designed a modern communications package and online tools to attract and hold new tenants.

The office, re-imagined

Relax, we’ve taken
care of everything

An intergrated online campaign. Online with feeling.

The real estate world has long been an important business 
sector. Sometimes lacking in imagination. The location on 61 
Katherinestreet in Johannesburg’s swanky Santon district 
was soon to change al that. We developed with our client 
the FutureSpace concept - the art of working wisely. A new 
business model with a built in network club. A new all-in-
caretaker office concept. We developed the look and feel and 
the customer experience trail.

Today we cannot think of business without
a powerful online content. Just making a site 
is not enough, we need to drive traffic and 
automate the process. Once again it is the 
tone of voice and the customer experience 
that counts. You can indeed ‘Relax, because 
we’ll take care of everything’!

FutureSpace
the art of working wisely

Client Giant Leap / Investec

Sector Serviced offices 

Location South Africa

Watch the movie
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Create a new category and lead it! This is what we did for the international flooring company 
Bonar Floors. We repositioned them across the globe as ‘The Hi-Performance Flooring Company’. 
By creating and owning the high performance category, we regained focus and added value. 
Marketing is not a battle of products; it’s a battle of perceptions.

If you are in an overcrowded market, create a new category

Sell the  
company

The Hi-Performance flooring company
#1 in their category

As part of the Hi-Performance strategy Bonar Floors 
commissed Ettore Sottsass and Christopher Redfern of 
Sottsass Associati (Milan) to design an exclusive new range 
for their successful Flotex brand. Ettore Sottsass is widely 
recognised as the most celebrated designer of the last century.

The Sottsass Collection by Bonar Floors 
featured in an exhibition celebrating the life 
and work of Ettore Sottsass at the Design 
Museum in London. This contributed to
the sale of Bonar for €140 million.

SOTTSASS
REDFERN
www.SOTTSASS ASSOCIATI.com

Client Bonar Floors 

Sector Project flooring, carpeting 

Result €140.000.000 sale achieved  

after 3 years working with Rethinking Group 

Location Europe

Rethinking Group We make good companies great 
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Powerful positioning
changes the game Client Airopack 

Sector Packaging 

Ownership private 

Location The Netherlands

Quint Kelders Lead Motivator at Airopack

We can no longer take our planet’s wellfare for granted. Airopack has a gamechanger 
innovation that really will effect the health of us and our planet. They have developed an 
aerosol that is powered by pure air. We re-positioned this breakthrough as ‘The Planet  
Friendly Aerosol’!

The drivers behind Airopack, the Kelders Group, have 
been creating smarter ways of packaging and presenting 
products since the early 70’s. A collaboration with the 
German company, Henkel on the correction roller lead to 
the development of a delivery system that revolutionised 
the product. In fact, the product was the delivery system. 
In the 80‘s, the Kelders group introduced a blockage-
free dispenser for a slightly stronger adhesive known in 
households worldwide as ‘Super Glue’. 

Position your product strongly and more powerfully than your competition

Doing good by being good
Developing a new market takes special skills and
a lot of focus. But it takes more. Attention to detail.
It is vital that the brand matches with the customer
experience. Everytime the customer comes into 
contact with your brand, online, on-street or in person 
they get a consistent pre-defined experience.  

It is important that the brand on the inside reflects 
the brand on the outside. In fact, that every employee 
becomes an ambassador for your brand. Strong 
focussed communications are the key to success. 
Result: a happy motivated workforce.

Think Airopack
The planet friendly aerosol

Confronting convention yesterday,  
today and tomorrow.
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Orange harvest.
Vital to the Spanish economy. Flowtite working with 
partners delivered a 30% water saving with a 30% 
increase in the orange harvest!

Clean power
High in the Scottish highlands Flowtite pipes were 
used for a new hydro plant. Demonstrating that 
lightweight GRP piping is strong with excellent flow 
coefficients.

Most industrial companies are proud of what
they produce. So most of their communications are 
about the product. Today the focus has shifted and 
now the customer is number one.

Why are some companies more successful 
than others?

Companies like Apple have long understood that
to sell the ‘Why’ is a more powerful proposition.
A proposition where customers can become a

stronger part of the buying process.
For Flowtite technologies we changed their focus
away from the product (GRP Piping systems)
to why the customer should buy them.

We focused our communications on the engineer  
and had them talk about our product on site.

Our communications focused on:
The first choice of engineers Worldwide

By creating a emotional character - an elepant - for the 

Flowtite Grey product category, we improved product 

awareness at trade fairs and communications.

Nick Crofts Managing Director Amiantit Europe

‘Amiantit is a very different 
business since Rethinking Group  
became part of the team!’

Watch the movie. Watch the movie.

Start selling  
the ‘why’ and 
not the ‘what’

Client Flowtite Amiantit 

Sector Infrastructure and Technology 

Technology Center Sandefjord Norway

Location global

www.amiantit.com

WELCOME TO
AMIANTIT 
INDUSTRIAL
EUROPE

Industrial 
Serviceswww.amiantit.eu Revision V1 2017-04
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Cape Town - South AfricaSales Office
12 Louwville Street, BelvilleWestern Cape, 7530
+27 (0)84 584 6710
henning@solarus.com

Chennai - India
Sales Office
75 C, Big St. Thirukalukundram 603109, Kanchipuram DistrictTamilnadu

+91 (0)9994 575 519 narasimman@solarus.com

Venlo – The NetherlandsHead Office 
Newtonweg 20
5928 PN Venlo 
+31 (0)77 30 209 88
jacqueline@solarus.com

Gävle – Sweden
Research & DevelopmentNobelvägen 2 
Gävle
+46 (0)26-82000
joao@solarus.com
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SUNPOWER FOR THE PEOPLE

Solar thermal pre-heating system

LET THE SUN LOWER YOUR DAILY OPERATIONAL COSTSFOR INSTANT  HOT TAP WATER

OVER

SAVINGS

60%THE NEW POWER
TO FUEL OUR FUTURE

From start up
to kick start 

Client Solarus

Sector Renewable energy

Turnover Scale up phase

Location The Netherlands

Jacko d’Angelo CEO Solarus

Solarus has a fantastic innovative technology. One that will impact the planet in a serious way.
We created a new category for their product and called it the ‘The PowerCollector’. It generates 
more than 4 times the energy of conventional solar PV panels. he new power to fuel our future. 
Based around this we build the brand story and developed all the collateral.

If you have a small budget, you have to make your communications work harder The brand story
In fact Solarus has 2 stories to tell. One about values
and one about the PowerCollector. 
About values: Solarus produces affordable energy 
while doing good for the world. Creating general  
public benefit by alleviating energy poverty.
Solarus wants to create impact on society and the 
environment. The sun gives, Solarus gives back.

Solarus: Sunpower for the People.

About the PowerCollector:

The Solarus PowerCollector is the most innovative
3rd generation solar solution in the world. It has the
highest yield ever measured and generates more
energy than 4x conventional solar PV panels.

Solarus PowerCollectortm

The new power to fuel our future

Sunpower for the People

Solarus is an important new type of company.
A B-corp which is a Benefit Corporation.
We do good by being good. Creating general public 
benefit means contributing to a material positive 
impact for society and the environment. We are part 
of a fast growing global community of more than 1400 
B-Corp companies, all with this same mission. We are 
a for-profit organization, yet we will always consider 
society and the environment in balance with profit in 
our decision making.

Cape Town - South Africa
Sales Office
12 Louwville Street, Belville
Western Cape, 7530
+27 (0)84 584 6710
henning@solarus.com

Chennai - India
Sales Office
75 C, Big St. Thirukalukundram 
603109, Kanchipuram District
Tamilnadu
+91 (0)9994 575 519 
narasimman@solarus.com

Venlo – The Netherlands
Head Office 
Newtonweg 20
5928 PN Venlo 
+31 (0)77 30 209 88
jacqueline@solarus.com

Gävle – Sweden
Research & Development
Nobelvägen 2 
Gävle
+46 (0)26-82000
joao@solarus.com
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SUNPOWER FOR THE PEOPLE

Solar thermal heating  
combined with other heat source

LET THE SUN LOWER YOUR DAILY  
OPERATIONAL COSTS FOR HEATING

OVER

SAVINGS
40%THE NEW POWER

TO FUEL OUR FUTURE

We designed the Solarus brochures to be outstanding and distinctive in a high-tech 
dominated environment. They don’t give just perfect and easy to understand technical 
explanations but also show solutions and talk about our core values.
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In a digital age, it is great to
get good old-fashion postcards!

www.iak.nl

Samen voor een
perfect verzekerde  
toekomst

From transaction
to relationship Client IAK

Sector Finance 

Location the Netherlands

The financial sector has lost contact and 
trust with its customers. No trust, means 
no business. So what next?

A cognitive revolution in science is confirming a timeless 
truth: that human decision-making is a highly emotional 
process. In today’s world, the most successful consumer 
brands are both highly innovative and highly emotional. 
We have been trusted to reposition the well know local 
insurance company IAK Verzekeringen. Our research 
quickly discovered the unique strengths of this brand. 
Their network of loyal customers. We turned the 
business model upside down and put the customer at 
the top with all IAK serving him/her. We introduced the 
idea of doing things together. The essence of insurance, 

friends sharing risks. Insurance in itself is not really 
exciting. Where the warmth and richness lies is in the 
people. The emotions of your first motorbike, the love of 
a vintage car, the birth of a child, marriage and of course 
the emotions of a family mishap. We have an instinctive 
feel for creating emotional design that drives must-have 
desire. And we have the vision to leverage emerging 
technologies to strategically innovate for our clients.  
In doing so, we can get closer to our customers.  
And become a true LoveMark and to be trusted. 
And trust is business.

Less time and more technology. Creates the opportunity to get our 
product into our client’s pocket and their lives adding emotional 
value and building solid relationships.

We created the Unique concept and brand for IAK.
Runner up Accenture Innovation Award 2013.

What next for the financial sector

Frank Kraakman CEO IAK Verzekeringen
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A  C E L E B R A T I O N  O F  F A S H I O N

Client Piet Zoomers

Sector Fashion retail

Triple Play Strategy 

Location the Netherlands

What next for retail?

The joy of shopping
To be successful today, we have to be better than  
the competition. You need to design-in an emotional 
and innovative customer experience. We never forget 
it is their store. The retail industry is suffering badly.  
A good time to build a 3000 metres megastore?  
You bet! We decided to build our new Zoomers 
CityStore right in the heart of the city.  
The exciting Zoomers brand with an 
exciting new concept.

We believe that strategy is about being different.  
We believe that it is up to us to deliver the ’what next’ 
in fashion retailing. True to Zoomers’ concept 
 ‘A Celebration of Fashion’ something new was created, 
something special, a new fun shopping experience. 

Zoomers new CityStore Den Bosch offers top 
fashion brands, pop-up stores and a whole 

range of lifestyle products. This store won the 
Dutch Retail Experience award.

Unleashing the people power 

Retail is detail! But the big secret is to unleash the ’people power’. Get your customers to love you 
and your store/brand. Create a LoveMark. Use their energy to fuel your growth. This is what we did 
for retail phenomena Piet Zoomers. We developed their core strategy  ‘A Celebration of Fashion’. 
And translated this feeling into their award winning store concept.

Bas Zoomers CEO at Zoomers

We designed a triple play strategy. An online experience, instore experience, and a 
magazine. We used customers as models to create more word of mouth.
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data science FutureSpacethe art of working wisely

A U S  L I E B E  Z U M  P F E R D

Aubenhausen

G R E A T  F O O D  T O  S H A R E  W I T H  F R I E N D S

A  C E L E B R A T I O N  O F  F A S H I O N

We are all about using creative thinking to drive business results. We work in the Netherlands, 
although most of our clients are abroad. We rescue companies, we built market leaders from 

nowhere, we double businesses, we realised huge value sales for our customers, we help them to 
climb the value added ladder. We do and think differently to power our customer’s growth, using 

powerful ideas and the energy of their customers. 

Club of 10
fantastic customers

Meet the invisible teamFrom Brands to LoveMarks

If you are seriously interested? So are we. Our way of working makes it difficult to work with 
many clients. So we limit ourselves to 10 new fantastic clients each year. Are you one of them? 

It would be fun.

We do business with friends
We work with some of the biggest companies in 
the world and some of the smallest. We work with 
forward thinking companies.

We can rethink, refocus,  
re-energize your bussiness

BLUE SKY
M E D I A T O R S

We make good companies great 
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We work with 
the best brains 
on the planet

Jacko D’Agnolo, lead partner at Rethinker.co 
has written the definitive book on the customer. 
In the age of customer supremacy, who better to 
put your digital transformation strategy together.

Rowan Gibson is a global strategist, best 
selling author and an expert on radical 
thinking. His powerful ‘rethinking message 
has moved organizations and individuals 
around the world to make important  
far-reaching changes and to take charge  
of their own futures. 

You bet!
 

Ask yourself: is our organisation already committing enough energy to innovation and 
strategic renewal? Will we be overtaken by what’s next or will we create it? And then ask 
yourself: What sort of people would you like to help you? The best on the planet? You bet!

Challenging
Orthodoxies

Leveraging
Resources

Understanding
Needs

Harnessing
Trends

ROWAN GIBSON
CO-AUTHOR OF INNOVATION TO THE CORE

THE 4 LENSES OF
INNOVATION
A POWER TOOL FOR BUSINESS CREATIVITY

Time to rethink
your business?

We are creators. We are rethinkers.

We can rethink, refocus and re-energize

your company - for the new economy.
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Do good by doing good

Superior solutions stem from a superior strategy. 
It’s the grounding to everything we do. We develop 
breakthrough strategies rooted in key business and 
brand objectives, consumer insights, and a deep 
understanding of how technology is fundamentally 
transforming our world. And we know that staying 
ahead of the curve and thinking strategically to identify 
and exploit emerging digital opportunities is crucial 
to success. We are proud to be part of the worldwide 

success of Eindhoven. Voted the smartest city  
on the planet!
We love TED.com and have drawn much inspiration 
from their creative insights. We were able to  
co-organise the TEDxBrainport events. Over 500 
guests enjoyed enlightening talks on life and 
innovation. Inspiration enough to drive great thinking 
forward and the basis for creating future business 
success for our clients.

Ideas worth spreading 

For more than 30 years, Rethinking Group has been in the business of creating business success. 
With deep experience working for the world’s most successful brands, it is vital that we keep 
ahead of the curve. Superior knowledge is the key.

EVERY HUMAN BEING
SHOULD BE ONLINE

We use our creativity to help others. We provide 
computers for Africa, study funds in Africa, education in 
Bolivia. Our ’Changing the world one idea at a time’ is all 
about what individuals can do to change the world.

1
2 3 4 5

6

Brainport

Making the Future

!
We have played a key role in organizing TEDxBrainport for the smartest region on the planet.

Rethinking Group computersforafrica.nl     atiy.nl

greenwood
bursary fund



Rethinking Group

What do you
want to achieve?

Daruma is a traditional handmade Japanese wishing doll.
Decide what you want to achieve. Fill in one eye

and leave it on your desk. Everyday the one-eyed Daruma
keeps you focused on achieving your goal!

A better bet is to ask Rethinking Group to help you achieve your goals.
We’re already on it! Ring Sabine today.

rethinkinggroup.com 

sabine@rethinkinggroup.com

+31 (0)40 243 37 67

Willemstraat 1F

5611 HA Eindhoven

The Netherlands


